
Welcome everyone to this presentation on Forest Health

Introduce yourself NRCan-CFS
Envirothon role

I will be covering the first part of the presentation and cover mainly the insects and diseases portion and Bernie will 
finish up and talk about climate change and how it impacts forest health 

Our contact information is on slide
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A healthy forest is one that maintains and sustains desirable ecosystem functions and processes. Healthy forest provide 
us with:

Goods and products: timber, fuel, bio-products, NTFPs (non-timber forest products))

Ecological functions or ecological services: carbon sequestration, nutrient cycling, clean water, clean air, habitat for 
wildlife

Social and cultural uses: recreation (hunting, fishing, camping, hiking, etc.), traditional uses by indigenous people

Urban forest: Help to regulate temperature, provide noise reduction, wildlife habitat, clean air, mitigation of water flow   

Many factors can threaten forest health. 

Some of these include native and introduced insects and disease, fire, pollution, non-sustainable land use practices, and 
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of course climate change. 
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I mentioned threats to the forest. These fall into to broad categories

Read definition of biotic from slide

Some examples of biotic damage are shown here:
Spruce budworm
Beech bark disease
Yellow bellied sapsucker
Porupine

Read definition of abiotic

The image on bottom right is what some people call “drunken trees”. 
This is occurring more and more in northern Canada as the permafrost melts and roots can no longer keep trees upright.
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Native insects are those that have co-evolved with our forest ecosystem
They have been around for a long time.  

Although outbreaks occur and can cause significant damage and even mortality they do not pose a threat to the species.

Most of the time these insects are at fairly low population levels and form part of a balanced ecosystem.

However, sometimes insects escape natural controls and the result is an outbreak. A major outbreak of spruce budworm
is currently occurring in Quebec and it is near the northern border of New Brunswick. 
Important research on spruce budworm is occurring under a program called the early intervention strategy. 
So I will spend a bit more time on this insect.

The forest tent caterpillar and white pine weevil are two other insects are that are common in our area and I will
describe them briefly. 
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There are many other native insects that affect our forest health
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Read slide

Talk about images on slide
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Read slide

You can see the type of damage spruce budworm can cause. The picture on the slide was taken in Quebec a few years
ago and shows damage and tree mortality by the spruce budworm

The next slide is a video that shows defoliation by spruce budworm in Canada from 1939 to 2012. 

The video goes fairly fast.
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1. You will notice that there is always defoliation by spruce budworm somewhere in Canada
2. We had big outbreaks in eastern Canada in the 1950s, and 1970s. 
3. In 1975 there was about 55 million hectares of defoliation (about 8 times size of NB)
4. Hardly any defoliation can be seen in Atlantic Canada after 1990. 
5. Around 2006 you can see an outbreak stating in Quebec.
6. It is this outbreak that is at the northern border of New Brunswick 
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This map shows defoliation in Quebec and New Brunswick in 2018.

So, why is defoliation in New Brunswick so different than Quebec? 

Atlantic Canada has undertaken a research project to test a new approach called  early intervention strategy

EIS involves intensive monitoring to identify hotspots which are  areas where spruce budworm populations are starting 
to rise and treating these areas with insecticide to stop populations from growing

Previously, foliage protection (reactive approach was used – still used in Quebec)

Foliage protection  -- Wait several years until trees are showing significant defoliation and apply insecticides to keep trees 
alive

Both strategies involve use of biological insecticides (Bt and tebufenozide)
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As you can see from the map there is much more defoliation in Quebec than in New Brunswick. 

Defoliation in NB is shown but cannot be seen because of scale of photo. Just small pockets in the north western part of province.

Maps for 2019 and 2020 are similar except that the outbreak in Quebec has moved further east in Gaspe and has also increased 
north of the Saint Lawrence
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EIS started in 2014 

Research project to test new approach to managing spruce budworm outbreaks

Basically two steps
1.  Intensive monitoring to ID hotspots
2.  Treating hotspots to control populations

All the dots on the map indicate the testing to determine budworm populations

The yellow dots are the hotspots and the areas that are treated
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During outbreaks we often get large dispersal events

The images here are from an event in Cambellton in 2016

The moths came from the outbreak in Quebec

Environment Canada weather radar

These dispersal event help spread the outbreak

Estimated up to one trillion moths 
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There are two main species of tent caterpillar (look very similar)

Eastern tent caterpillar are the ones that make large tents. This is not a serious pest of the forest but more of a concern 
for ornamental trees.

Forest tent caterpillar (does not form large tents). Forest tent caterpillar is one that is of greatest concern to forests

Often called “army worm” because of large crawling masses of caterpillars (make roads slippery)

Attacks trembling aspen, oak, ash, maple, and white birch as well as other hardwood species

Outbreaks usually occur every 10-12 years and usually only last 3-4 years because of natural controls by predators, 
parasites and diseases. Main parasite is a large fly (friendly fly). The populations of this fly rise quickly and cause 
population to crash.   
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Last outbreak in New Brunswick ended in 1996.
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Another native insect is the white pine weevil. It causes causes significant damage to white pine. 

The weevil lays eggs on the terminal shoots of white pine and other softwood species such as jack pine, Norway spruce, 
Scots pine and white spruce.

This kills the terminal shoot and lateral branches grow and take its place. This causes a crook in the tree that affects the 
value of the tree as a lumber species

Does not kill tree

You can see the type of damage caused by white pine weevil on the slide 



We will now look at a five exotic (non-native or introduced) insects and diseases 

As with the native pests, there are many more we could talk about.

Exotic insects and diseases pose a much more serious threat to our forest

Our native trees species have not developed any defense mechanisms to protect themselves against these new pests. 
They are much more vulnerable 

The emerald ash borer is probably the most important 
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Read slide

EAB likely arrived in packing material in shipping containers

Since its introduction it has spread to 35+ US states and 5 Canadian provinces and killed millions of ash trees.

Most of the spread is likely due to people moving wood products (firewood) to new
areas

Ash species do not constitute a large proportion of trees in our forest. You seldom see large pure stands of ash trees. 
They usually occur as scattered trees with other species.  

However, the wood of ash trees has very desirable characteristics. 
White ash has straight grain makes it ideal for tool handles and baseball bats.
The growth rings of black ash can be separated by pounding with hammer or axe and are used  in basketry 
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EAB is a very serious pest in urban forestry. A lot of ash trees are planted throughout many communities 

2018 Discovered in NB and NS (Edmundston, and Bedford (near Halifax))
2019 Found in Oromocto, Moncton
2020 Fredericton

Explain signs of infestation – what to look for

How it kills trees
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Emerald ash borer poses a serious threat to black ash.

Important species of high cultural significance to indigenous people

Used in basketry 
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Also called beech scale

Combination of scale insect and fungus

Exotic disease. 
First identified in Canada about 150 years ago near Halifax. Likely from shipping material. 

In Europe, it attacks European beech but is not a serious pest

About 4 % of beech in North America appear to be resistant to disease 

Weakens tree and makes it susceptible to other pathogens
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Indigenous people used nuts for food and wood for carving

New Brunswick one of last places with relatively healthy butternut populations but these populations being infested with 
the disease and trees are dying
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Read slide

The gypsy moth was intentionally brought to North America and was being raised to create a more hardy silkworm

It escaped and became established. 

Females cannot fly 

Range increases when egg masses laid on vehicles, trailers, etc. get transported to new areas. 

Cold winters helps control populations (kills eggs masses)

Warmer climate will likely increase spread in Canada
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Relatively new invasive species

Climate change helping the spread



The Earth’s climate is continuously changing

20 000 years ago 

Fluctuations in earth’s temperature is normal but the increase we have experienced over last century is much greater 
than what would be considered normal

Increase in temperature is largely believed to be driven by increase of greenhouse gases in atmosphere resulting mainly 
from burning of fossil fuels
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Cold-loving (balsam fir, spruces, poplars, white birch) 

Warm-adapted (red maple, eastern hemlock, red oak, beech and white pine)

As climate warm some species will be advantaged and some will be at a disadvantage
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Shows annual global surface temperature (1880 to 2018)

On this graph, 2016 was warmest year on record 

2016 is still the warmest but 2020 was almost as warm

2019 is third warmest
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The United Nations IPCC has adopted four climate change scenarios that describe possible climate futures to the year 
2100.

Representative Concentration Pathways (2.6, 4.5, 6.0, 8.5)

Shows different scenarios or story lines based on what is expected to happen under different GHG concentrations. 

These are used by research scientists when studying effects of climate change

Dr Taylor compared 
RCP 2.6 : GHG concentrations maintained at current levels and start to decline before end of century and 
RCP 8.5 business as usual scenario 
and how these different scenarios would impact the Acadian Forest

He did this through modeling. He considered many factors including 
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Soil (pH, available nitrogen, ability of the soil to hold water)
Climate (temperature, precipitation)
Tree species (18 most important species)
Disturbance (fire, insects, wind, harvesting)
and used actual sample plots from provincial forest inventory to run his model
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Cold-adapted boreal tree species were at a disadvantage
Balsam fir
Spruce
Poplar
White birch

Warmer environment favoured warm-adapted species  
Red maple 
Oaks
Eastern hemlock
Beech
White pine
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Forest growth or forest productivity is not expected to be impacted under RCP 2.6

However, under RCP 8.5 the models project about a 20 to 40 percent decrease in forest growth

Caused by reduction in growth of boreal tree species. We may already be seeing some evidence of this.

Although this will be partially offset by increase in growth of some existing species, the effect will likely be delayed. 

There is also a lag effect as natural species migration is unable to keep up with changing environment

This 

These impacts can be mitigated through silviculture and assisted migration.
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